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Abstract 

We have measured the abcolute differential erose section da /dK for 

production of delta-ray electrono by 1*12-Bev/t: negative pions incident on a 

10-bll. liquid hydrogen bubble chamber. for valu.es of the 6-ray kinetic er .. e:rgy 

K between 32 .Mev and the kinematical upper limit of 62 Mev. The results are 

in agreement with the theoretical pll'ediction of Bh.abha. We find an integrated 

erose section 

a (K > 3Z Mev) = 1. 37 :t 0.17 mb. 

'this exceeds the theoretical prediction of 1.17 m b by a factor 1.17 :t 0.15. 

The monoenergetic electron contamination of the pion beam hao been 

determined by counting electron ... induced 6 raye.. The monoenergetic and non-

monoenergetic contributiono to the muon contamination have bot:h been determined 

by combinin.g a determination of the number of muon-induced 6 rayo with a 

measurement of the curvature distribution of beam trackBo The method io 

deocribed in detail. 
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ABSOLUTE DIFFERENTIAL CRU'3S SECTION FOR PRODUCTION 
OF ENERGETIC o·RAY ELECTRONS BY lol?.-Bev/c PIONS':~ 

Fra.nlt S. Crawford~ Jr. 

Lawrence Radiation Laborator1,r 
University of California 

Berkeley. California 

Auguot 1959 

In the Berkeley experiment on asoociated pt>oduction of strange particleo 

by 1.12-Bev/c n ... incident on the Alvarez 10-inch hydrogen bubble chamber it 

wao nece.ooary to determine the electron and muon contamination preoent in the 

pion beamo in order to obtain absohtte crooo eectiono. The method used was 

to count energetic 6-ray electrons produced by beam particles. The identity of 

the beam particle in a 6-ray event is obtained from the electron energy and 

angle. The number of incident electrons and muono ie obtained from the 

corresponding number of 6 rays by uoing the theoretical production crooo sectiona.lvZ: 
3 

The croeo ocction for fi ... ray production by pions wao meaourede aa a. check on 

the over ... all experimental methodv as well as on the theoretical expreeaion for 

the crooo section. In this article we describe the meaaurement of the pion crooo 

oection and the determination of the electron and muon contamination of the pion 

beam. 

t_'t 

Worlt dent. •_u:C ( · ·~:he <::.L• ... :J::'iC€0 of the U. S. Ato;:rlic Er.ergy Commioaion. 
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Kinematic a 

The laboratory-syatem (lab) angle 9 and lab kinetic energy K of the 

otruck elech•on are moat concisely Ii"elated through the center ... of ... r.oaos-ayatem. 

(c. m. ) an.gle e c of the electrono by 

and (1) 

.. z z I K = Zm 11 coo 9 2. e c (Z) 

H ' h 1 0511"''" •. (l 82)-l/7... -. •r.t ere m 10 t e e ectron ·rest ener.gyl) • mev; y 1e - p • 11 :ts y t'; 
El 

and~ is the velocity of the c. m. system with respect to the lab nyatem. 

Elimination of 8c from Eqs. (1) and (Z) giveo 

-z z 1 .z z 
K = Zme 11 cos 8 (l + 11 sin 6). 

The maximum electron kinetic energy Km io given by 

-z 
Km = Zme 11 • 

The c. m. motion io given by 

-z z [ I I )z] -1 11 = 11 1 + Zy(me m) + (me· m . e 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where m ia the reot energy of the incident particle0 and where y and 11 

c.orreopond to ~e the lab velocity of the incident particleo The lab momentum 

of the incident particle is fliXl• The elech·on velocity in the reot frame of the 

incident particle is -~. 

We do not give the ldnematico of· the outgoing primary particle., oince 

except for the case in which tb.e incident pa.rticl" io an electron the pl'imary 

particle io not much affected~~ at incident momenta. as low ao 1 Bev/ c. For 

instance~~ the maximum tranaveroe momentuzn given to a 1.12-Bev/c pion ia 

4 Mev/co corresponding to a deflection of only 0.2 degree. 

For an incident particle of reot energy m Eq. (5) shows that the c. mo 

system hJ pl'a.ctkally identical with ~he re~t~t syste1n of the incident paJ.-ticle 0 
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ae long a.o the target electron' c total masc ym in that syDtem io omall come 

pared with mD that ioa as long as the total lab energy 'VIll of the incident particle 

satisfies 

2 
ym <<m /m o e 

(6) 

which io lZ Bev for incident muons 11 38 Bev for pioneo or 478 Bev for K mesons. 

For inetanceo a.t 1.12 Bev/c 'l is less than '1 by only about 3% for pioneo or 

4% for muone~. 

Equa.tiona (4) and (5) ohow that when (6) holds the energy K of a knock-
m 

on electron io approximately lme 112o that ial,) lmep1./m
2

o for a given incident 

momentum p. Thuo Km goea inveraely as the square of the reot maet~ m of 

the inct.dent particle0 for a momentum-selected beam13 and knock-on electrons 

can provide a sensitive determination of m. 4o 
5 For exa1nple0 a lol2.-Bev/c 

muon can produce a knock-on electron of kinetic energy 104 Mev~ compare to 

a maximum of 62 Mev for a pion of the oame momentum. 

For relativiotic incident particles (;'i >> 1)~ Eq. (3) showo that for 

oin 9 >> 1/~o K is independent of the incident maso and momentum9 and depends 

only on the lab angle 8o Therefore only the energetic electrono having 

K >> K · /2 (i. e. oin 8 << 1/Tj) are expected to be uoefulo 
rl.l 

The emooth curves in Fig. 1 summarize the kinematico of energetic 

6-ra.y production by 1.12-Bev/c incident electrons0 muono., pioneo and K 

meeone • 
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Experimental Details 

In the first ocan of the film fo:r aoeociated production. events 6 rays 

were not recorded. About Z6,000 frames taken at l.AZ Bev/c were reocanned 

for energetic 6 rays. i'igure 2 uhowa a 4Z ... Mev pion-induced 6 ray typical of 

thoue included in the determination of the pion croos section~ Figure 3 ahowEJ 

the moot energetic 6 ray found.. Ito energy and lab angle are plotted as event 

"a" in Fig. 1, and are consistent with 6-ray formation by a 1.12-Bev/c electron .. 

Scanning wao done along the projected image (- 4/3 natural size) of 

each beam track. A "c;!ndidate" 6 ray was recorded if its radius of curvature 

p projected on the scanning table wac greater than 4.0 incheoo and if the 

production poiDt lay inoide a fiducial area drawn on a template which could be 

aligned with fiducial marks in the chamber.· The criterion p > 4 in. accepts 

all 6 rayo with more than Z9 Mev/ c and (becauoe of the variation in magnification 

with vertical poaition in the chamber) some 6 rayo down to 23 Mev. The fiducial 

area had an average length of about 5.5 in. (natural size) in the beam direction 

and thus allowed about a 2-in. view of a beam track before it entered and after 

it left the fiducial area. The 2-in. exit apace waa uoed to insure meaourability 

of the 6-ray curvature; the Z-in. entrance space wam oufficient to determine 

whether or not it was a single beam track that entered the chambero and thus 

provided a guarante" against accepting 6 rayo produced in the chamber walla 

The axis of the chambero the direction of the magnetic field& and the 

axio of the optical aystem coincide. The stereo a:.:...gle io ra.thell' small--the two 

lences are 3.5 in. apart and are 46 in. above the median plane of the chamber. 

Aloo9 the production angle of the 6 rayo accepted io alwaya leso than 7 degreeo. 

For theae reaoono the projected radius of curvature io essentially the same 

in both stereo views. The "dip" correction to convert projected radiuo of 

curvature to tbree-dimencional curvature is therefore lesa than lo/o and wao 

not made. The momentum of the S ray is obtained from the projected radiua 
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of curvatureo the known magnification" and the known magnetic field (about 

11 kilogauos). A correction for ionization energy lose (about Z Mev) is 

applied to find the s .. ray momentum at the point of productiono Only 6 rayo 

with a kinetic energy K of at leaot 32 Mev at production are finally accepted. 

For each candidate0 the direction and curvature of the incident beam 

track are measured on the ccanning tableo To be acceptable. the beam track 

muot lie within :1: 3 deg to the average beam direction and have the correct 

radius of curvature (180 in.~ magnified). The beam-curvature criterion 

elimina.teo about So/c. of the candidates~~ which are due to "reeolvably curvy" 

(RC) low-momentum muons in the beam (discuooed later). 

It is clear from Fig. 1 that incident pions0 muonB. and electrons should 

be fairly eaoily distinguiohed by meano of the 6-ray production angle and energy" 

for 6 raya of more than about 55 Mev. At firet, in order to increaoe the 

detectable yield of muon- and electron-induced 6 rayo 0 an attempt was made to 

meaoure 6-ray production angles to lees than s l deg ao ao to determine the 

identity of the incident particle for 6-ray energieo aa low as - 30 Mev. 

Meaourements were accordingly made using the "Franckenctein" meacuring 

projector and an IBM .. 650 kinematical reconstruction program. However, 6-ra.y 

events have several peculia.ritieo that often make it difficult to determine the 

production angle with accuracy comparable to that obtainable ino for inotance, 

an elaetic tr•p ocattering. or an associated-production event. The deflection 

of the incident particle io very olight (leas than 0.2 deg for a 1.12-Bev/c pion) 

and io therefore of no help in determining the point of interaction. For a "fiat" 

6 ray tbe production angle can nevertheleos be determined (oee, for exampleu 

Figs. 2. and 3). But a steep 6 ray io nearly ouperposed on the incident track in 

both views and the point of interaction is then difficult to determine .... a misoing 

bubble (due to a statistical fluctuation) can easily lead to an error of oeveral mm. 

But for a 6 :ray with p = 4 in. an error of 2 mm in the location of the interaction 

point giveo ~ ayF.Jtematic: shift of 1.1 deg in the 6·ray production angleo 
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For these reaoons no attempt was made to measure o-ray angleo foz 

6 rays of lees than 55 Mev. Instead such 6 rayo were assumed in first order 

to be due to pions.. Their number was then corr,cted at each 6-ray enel."gy 

for the number of 6 rayo produced by the known electron and muon contamination 

of the beam0 by use of the theoretical cross sectionoo Thie correction averaged 

about 801.· at all 6-ra;- energieoo The correction io calculated in the Appendix 

and appears as the small negative correction in the third column of Table I. 

No oecond scanning was done for 6 rayo.. Howevero in the sam1e sample 

of film it wao found (by oecond scanning) that eingle-vee associated-prc.,d.uction 

eveuto were found with an efficiency of 98 s 1 o/oe Delta-ray evento appear to be 

at least as eaoy to find as oingle neutral vee events. Consequently a ocaruling 

efficiency of 98:1: Z% wao arbitrarily asoumed for finding 6 rays .. 

In all frames containing "candidateoa "the number n of beam track!!~' 

inoide the fiducial area. wao countedo Each beam track0 by definition0 lay wi~hin 

~ 3 deg of the average beam direction~ and had the correct ra.diuo of curvature 

as determined on the ocanning table by a curvature tempiate0 and did not undergo 

a nuclear interaction before croosing the center of the fiducial areao Candidate 

frameD having Z9 or more beam tracks inoide the fiducial area. were l\"Eljected. 

The average number ii of beam tracks per picture wa.o then obtained b}'· the 

"linearly biaoed frames" track-counting method. 6 In'this method. inott.,ad of 

averaging n over a random oample of pictures one averages 1/n over thf! 

"interesting" oample containing the candidatesG The 1/n -.:a.a:a-.:.~lr. the linear 

bial5 of the oample" and one obtaino 1/n., where ii is the deoired expectati~'n 

value of the average over a random oa.mplea The reoult wao n = 1 L 7 :k 14 0. 

In each roll scanned the total number F of "good frameo" having from 

1 to 28 beam tracko wa.o counted.. From F 9 no and the average length 1 of a 

beam track we obtain the total path length L of beam particlec ir.t liquid hydrogen, 

-... 4 L :: F'n 1. = 172.4 Y 10 inchec. After correction for muon and electron 
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contamination (d!ocuoced later) thio becomeo 162..8 X 10
4 

incheo. At our bubble 

chamber operating conditions a 1 .. mb croms section correapondo to a mean 

4 free path of 1.1 ZS X 10 inchee0 so that the above path length yieldo 144.7 * 13. 2. 

evento per milliharn. 

Pion Cross-Section Results 

A total of 2.18 acceptable 6 rays of more than 3Z Mev kinetic energy wao 

found. Of theoe0 four (labeled a, b0 c 11 and d in Fig. 1) are attributed to incident 

l.lz .. Bev/cc electrono11 two (e and fe Fig. 1) to muono0 and the remaining ZlZ to 

piono. Table I containo the pion .. crooo-section data. Figure 4 ohowo the experi

mental pointo. The omooth curve in Fig. 4 io a plot ,of the theoretical expretulion20 3 

for the absolute differential erose section for 6-ray production by a particle of 

zero spinet 

(7) 

with K = 62..1 Mev for a lolZ-Bev/c particle of pion reot maso. m . 

Integration of Eqo (7) from K = 32. Mev to K = Km yieldo 

(lth (K > 32. Mev) = 1.17 mb. (8) 

The experimental total croos oection for production by piono of 6 rays of more 

than 32 Mev ie 

C7 exp(K > 3Z Mev) = (ZlZ iil,:!J/O. 98 = 1.37 :t: 0.17 mb. (9) 

The experimental result (9) exceeds the theoretical value (8) by a factor of 

lol7:t:0.15. Thuoo within the statiotic:o (l.Z otd dev) the experimental refJulta 

agree with the theoryo both in magnitude and hi dependence on K. 

In principlee accurate determination of the 6-ray ... production croao 

section can be uoed to explore directly the electromagnetic form factor of the 

pion.. For 1.!2 ... Bev/c piono the classical distance of clooeot approach in a 

knock ... on collivion o:f point particle a io 0.4 X 10"'13 cm0 which ia leoo than 
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ons .. thlrd of fi/m c., the pion Compton wave leng~h... Howevero one may not 
11' 

e:;::pect to see any la.J:ge effect of the pion charge structure until the de Broglie 

wave lellgth of the electron in the pion :t.>est frame has decreased to a.bout 

ti/m clj that iso until the electron mot.n.entum i}tn in the pion rest fran1e hae w e 

increased to a:bou.t m c0 or !40 Mev/c. This co:t·responds to a lab pion 
'IT 

momentum 1'\tn of m Z./m or.38 Bev/c. Fo:t> l.lz .... a~v/c pionsll! the electro11 
'IT 1T e 

mo:n:>.entum in the pi011 !'est fra~e is only 4.1 Mev/co and one does not expect to 

observe effects of pion structure. For instance., for a particle of pion maslii and 

z. 7 3 apin lo the factor [! .. ~ (K/Km)J for spin-zero pa:rticlew in Eq. (7) becomes 0 

[A ... (3 2(K/K )] [ 1 + K(m /3m 2)]+[ KZ /3y2m z.] [ 1 + K(m /Zm 2)1 o m e 1r w e w· 

The latter factor (spin 1) differs by less tba.n 1% from the former (spin-zero) 

for all Ko for l.lZ-Bev/c particles of pion r.eet mass.. (For 6-Bev/c pionet) the 

latter factor exceeds the former by about 8o/u over the .~.n~ezoval K./Km = Oo8 to i.Oco 

but the erose mectiono integrated over the same interval~ ia» rather oman~ ... 

4 .. 8 microbarno ) 
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Elect?on Contamination 

The electron contamination of the beam presumably ariaes mostly £:1:om 

0 conversion in the 3-in. polyethylene target of decay y rays from ,. meoo11.5 

produced in the target. These electrons have the same mon'lentum distribution 

as the main 1i"' beamo Other electrons, mootly from 'ffo production in tb.0 

chamber walls, are usually distinguishable f:rom beEwn tracks through their 

curvature or tb.eir direction0 and are not COllGi.dered here. 

At & ... ray kinetic energies K greater than 6Z Mev (the upper ~imit :for 

prodtM'!tion by l.12 ... Bev/e pions)~ 6 rays induced by electrons can be readily 

distinguiehed from pion .. and muon-induced 6 rayG. The four moot energetic 

t~ rays indicated in ltig. 1 are attributed to incident electron!!~. The tb.eoTetical 

cross section1' 3 for 6 ... ray production by 1.1?.-Bev/c electrons is plotted in 

Figo So Its integral fr.om K = 62 Mev to K = Ktt
1 

= 560 Mev is 4.0 mb. The 

path lengtho 17Zo4X 104 ino of beam tracke corresponds to l53oZ eventlil per mbe 

so that the fraction fe of electrons in the beam iez given by 



Figure 6 ia a schematic repre.eentation of the geometry. The muon 

contamina-tion arisea primarily irom three sou?ceae (a) pion decays occurring 

near the target, (b) decay·a occu:rririg between the tar.get and the bending magneto 

and (c) decaya occurring beyond the bending m.agnet.. Sou1•ce (a) yielda muonm 

having tile same momentu.rn distribution a.s th.€· pion beam .... that iso an average 

value of 1.12 Bev/co with an rms half-width of 8 Mev/c. 9 

We na::srt consider sou1ree (b). Juat before reaching the bending magnete the 

beam of ,.r a and IJ.f e hae a wcll~defined direct.ion0 because of the 36 .. in .... long 

1/Z-ino ... wide collima.toro After being deflected 30 deg and then traveling ZSO in. 

from the bending magnet to the bubble cllambea·a the central ray of the hea.m is 

displaced about 125 ino A particle on the centerline but 4% low in n1omentum 

is displaced by an additional 6 in. and misseB the chamber. Thum all muons 

present in the beam before the bel'i.ding magnet. is reached rnuat have nea:rly 

the correct bea.m momentum in order to pa.ea~ through the cb.cu:nber. Thio 

conclusion still holds after taking into account tlte nonzero angular aperture of 

the collimatc1r and ~he angular spread of tbe znuon!.J ·with reopect to their pion 

paren.te. The fraction of the beam that is coma~ninated from oource~ (a) and 

(b)--that iBo from muons that are nearly monoenergetic (ME)--is called fMEP 

and ia cal ·u~.ated after consideration of Qource (c).; 

AboW: !Oo/o of the pions that pass the center of the bending magnet 

deca.y between the banding zna.gnet and. the cha.n1.ber. For a relativistic pion 

(~ ::.: 1)11 the la.b momerd:um. p and lab angle 9 of the decay muon depend. on 
.... fJ. 

the pion momentum p w and 1nuon decay angle e c in the pion rest oystem thi:ough. 

the :~relations 

p ::: p (0.787 + O.i?.l3 coo 8 ) 
fJ. '\T c 

(!!) 

and 

-y tan e ::: ain6 /(3 .. 685 + coae ). 
11 I.L ( c c 

(!2) 
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The decay spectrum in (J is iootropic:.. Therefol"e the distribution in p io 
c ~ 

fiat over its range from 1 .. 00 to 0.57 p • Ifor a p of 1120 Mev/c we have 
'IT 11' 

y = S.OZ, oo that the maximum muon lab angle 8 io Z.O deg. For a decay 
'IT ~ 

occurring at tb.e center of the bending magnet thio correspondo to a maximum 

dieplacement of about 8 in. at the chamber. Thus a fair number of the muons 

born between the bending magnet and the chamber pnsees through the chamber. 

Inotead of attempting to calculate thiw contribution to the contam~ion" 

we measure it, taking into account the flatnaea of the diotribution in p o ..,. 

Figure 7 ohowe a curvature distribution of beam tracks. The radii of curvature 

p were determined on the scanning table by comparison with curvature templates. 

A square ditGtribut!on in p from 0~57 to 1.00 p corresponds in firet order to 
..,. 1T 

a Bquare diGtribution in p from p = 100 in. to 180 in.. (magnified). The magni:ficatian 

iu 15% less at the bottom of the chamber and 15% more at the top than the median 

value. This variation must be multiplied by the vertical beam distribution and 

then folded into the predicted square d.istdbution. The scanner c:an easily 

resolve p = !40 in. from 180 ln. but c:a.ru.1ot reeolve 160 in.. from 180 in. Tlle 

nonn'lOm'<~,--.nergetic muon contamination from oourc:e (c) is tbua divided into a 

"resolva.bly curvy" (RC) part fRC a.nd an "unresolvably curvy" (UC) part fuc 

in the :ratio fuc/fRC = (!80 ... 150)/(150 .. 100) = 0.6.. Thus by measuring 

fRC we at the same time determine fuc· In the eample of film represented 

in Fig. 7 there are 39 RC tracks~ and 7 34 tracko not resolvable from p = 180 in.. 

The latter are of course mostly pions~ but include the muon contamination fuc· 

Thus we have fac/(1 + 0.6fRC) = 39/734o so that 

(13) 

and 

(14) 

There are several chec:ko on the methodo In the first pla.ce0 the 

dic:rt:db\.t.tion of the 39 RC traclw b'l Figo 1 im in agl\'eeme.nt with the expected 
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distribution. Nexto the eu.m of fRC and fuc corresponds closely to 10%o the 

fraction of piono that decay after the ~ending magnet. Since the horizontal and 

vertical pion beam p?ofiles at the chamber are somewhat larger than the 

corresponding dimensions of the acceptance volume in the chamber~ it is true 

to firet order that "as many muons decay into as out of" the orbits that pass 

through the chambero so that fRC + fuc is expected to include most of the 

decays~ Finally~ of the RC muons (0. 57 to 0.83 of p )c not all enter the chamber 
'fT 

in the beam direction. This is not only because many of them decay at from 

i to 2 deg to the direction of their parent pion/) but is also due to deflection in 

the fringe field of the bubble chamber magnet. The fringe field timea path 

length integrates to about 10 ldlogauee ft. This deflects the 1120-Mev/c pions 

through 4.0 deg between "minus infinity" and the entrance to the chamber. 

Muons having Oo57 p are deflected through 6.9 deg" and thoee with 0.83 p w n 

through 4.8 deg. Therefore the average direction of the RC muons should be 

shifted relative to the pion beam by 1. 9 deg. The average measured direction 

of the 39 RC tracks of Fig. 7 is indeed found to be shifted~.~ in the expected 

direction!) by 1.8:!: 0. 3 deg. This agreement shows, for instance, that very few 

of the RC tracks can be attributed to pion interactions in the bubble chamber 

entrance wall~ since these would have the same (average) direction as the Tr 

beam. 

Of the 39 RC tracke in Fig. 7, 10 would be rejected in a track count 

cince they deviate by more than ::1: 3 deg from the aveyage beam direction. 

(They are all included within 2 5 deg. (J as expected. ) For making track-count 

correCtions we therefore would use f' RCo the part of fRC satisfying the 

direction criterion, with 

f' RC = 0.04± 0.007. (15) 

Of couroe in a track count in which the curvature of each track is checked~ the 

RC t:raeke are aU rejected0 and f' RC is not usedo 
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We muat otill determine fME" the monoenergetic (ME) contamination 

from decays occurring before the bending magnet. Here we make use of the 

muon-induced 6 rays. We calculate the expected number of 6 rays above 

58 Mev produced by the already known nonmonoenergetic muo:n contamination 

fuc" subtract thia number from the observed number (two0 see Fig. 1), and 

attribute the remainder to the contamination fME. Since the cross sections 

are known& this determines fMe;• A more detailed description followse 

The ·theoretical cross section for 6-ray production by monoenergetic 

muons is11 at these energieo, essentially the oame as for production by piono, 

and is therefore given, with a suitably modified value of Km and of f.io by Eq. (7),, 

The differential crooo section for muons having 1. 00 p 11 i. e. 1.12. Bev/ c() b 
tr 

plotted in Fig. 5. To obtain the average cross section for fuc we average 

Eq. (7) over a flat distribution in p from 1.00 to 0.83 p , and then integrate 
fL tr 

from K = 58 to 104 Mev. The result is 0.18 mb. The path length in the 6-ray 

ucan corresponds to 153. Z events per mb. The expected numbel" of 6 rays 

produced by the fraction fuc ie therefore 0.034 'X153.ZxO.l8 = 0.94:~:0.21. 
Since this number does not exceed the observed nwnbere two;) we have no 

contradiction. By subtraction we then attribute 2 ... 0. 9 or 1.1:!: 1.4 6 rays 

to !ME• Since fME has the beam momentum Ptr11 we integrate Eq. (7). as plotted 

in Fig. (5) with Km = 104 Mev, from K = 58 to 104 Mev, and obtain 0.48 mb 

aa the croso section for fME to produce an observable 6 ray. Combining the 

count&a path lengtho and cross section., we find 

fME = 1.1/(153.2 x0.48) = 0.015:0.019. (16) 

The electron and muon contaminations of the beam are thus completely determined. 

The only information used is that obtained from the bubble chamber pictures. 
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~ppel.'ldix 

Tbe small negative correction to the counts in column 3 of Table 1 ie 

a correction for muon ao.d electron contamination. Aa an example we calculate 

the co~rection for the first intervale at K = 34, Mev. 

The total pion track length in liquid hydrogen corresponds to 144.7 counts 

per millibarn. For a contaminant fraction fo the correction AN is 

fy 144.7 v (dO' /dK) .6.K0 where A.K io 4 Mev for the interval under conrddera.tion" 

and da / dK iv tlte eros a section for the contaminant to produce a 34-Mev 6 ray. 

The electron contamination fe irs 0. 0065. The electrons have the beam 

momentwn. The croora oectiono from Fig. 50 io O.ZZ m.b/Mev at K = 34 Mev. 

Therefore L\Ne ie 0.0065y 144.7 xo.zz X4 = 0.83. Similarly the monoenergetic 

component £ME of the muon contamination contributea 

aN= o.Ol5x 144.7X0.13x4 = !.13 counts. 

The "unl'eoolvably curvy" (UC) component of the muon contamination 

ha.e a flat distribution in p from 0.83 to 1.00 p " ~orreeponding to radii of 
... 1T . • 

curvature from 150 in. to 180 in. in Fig. 7. For p = p we have K = 104 Mev; 
J.l. Tr m 

for 0.83 Pwo Km is 73 Mev. Averaging Eq. (7) over p!J. from 0.83 to 1.00 pn 

yields an effective Km of 87 o4 Mev and a cross section 

da/dK = (255/K
2

)(1 ... K/87.4)mb/Mev0 which is 0.13 mb at K = 34o We 

therefore find .6N = 0.034x144.7Y.l3x4 = Z.56. The total correction is 

AN = 0.83 + lo 13 + z. 56 = 4. 52 c:ounta to be subtracted from the 62 observed count~. 
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Piox~ cros~1-section data. K is the electron average kinetic energy in the 

interval t.'l:K. N ia the observed m.unber of counta in ~K~ minuli! a correction 

for the ,~ontribution of electron and muo11 contamination in the beam~(dU/dK)th 

is tlte theoretical croso sectiono Eq. (7). The over··a.il x 2 is 12.4~ with 

6 degrees of f~eedor.no 

K L.\K l>I 

(Mev). (Mev) counts 

34.0 4.0 62- 4.5 

38.0 4.0 37 - 3.5 

42.5 5.0 42 - 3.2 

47.5 s.o 34 - 2.3 

sz.s 5.0 26 - 1.8 

58.5 7.0 11 ... 1. 7 

212 .. 17 .o 

iiiEMJOWWOIWJI ;aswuc~ ' ,. ..... 

(da/dK) 
~xp 

(mb/.Mev) 

o .. 1 02.;t:0.016 

0.059:!:0.012 

0.054:f:O.O.lt0 

0.045:f:0.0090 

o. 0 34:0.0077 

o. 0094±0. 0038 

(du/dK)th 

_il!lb/Me!L 

0.1010 

0 .. 0699 

0.0458 

0.0277 

0.0153 

0.0052 

0 .. 00 

Oo82 

0.67 

3.69 

5.96 
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Fig. 1. Kinematics of o ... ray production.. l} ... ray lab kinetic energy K is 

plotted versus o-ray lab angle 8, foro !'aye produced by 1.12-Bev/c 

incident e .. , J1 • 41 1T .. o and K •• The oix experimental pointe (labeled 

a through f) correspond to the 6 rays that were not consistent with 

production by incident pions. Events ae b, Co and d are attributed to 

incident elec:trona, e and f to muons. Frame numbers of these eventtl 

are a, 233804; bo 319568: Co 229164; d 0 254778; es 252357; £. 248457. 

Fig. z. Typical energetic 6 ray produced by a l.lZ - Bev/c pion. The 

6-ray kinetic energy ie 42 Me,r. 

Fig. 3. The most energetic 6 ray found, having a kinetic energy K of 

134 Mev. The lab angle and energy of the 6 ray are plotted ao event a 

in Fig. lo and are consistent with 5:-ray formation by a 1.12 Bev/c: 

electron. 

Fig. 4. Differential cross section for 6-ray production by l.lZ-Bev/c pions .. 

K is the kinetic energy of the 6-ray electron. The experimental pointa 

correspond to the 4th column of Table L The omooth curve corresponda 

to the theoretical predictiono Eq. (7)o and to the 5th column of Table I. 

There io no relative no!'malization between the theoretical curve and 

the experimental points -- all quantities are abflolute. 

Fig. 5. Theoretical 6 ... ray production crocs oectiona for !.!Z-Bev/c incident 

e "'" f.l-o and w • o plotted against &-ray kinetic energy K. 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of beam geometry. Dimensions along the beam 

are to ecaleo others are not. The 6-Bev proton beam p etrikes a 4-in.. 

polyethylene target To producee !.lZ-Bev/c negative particles at 0.0 deg~ 

which are deflected througb 30 deg in the Bevatron field" pamo through a 

t:bi.n window W and a 36-in. ·long 1/Z-in. -wide collimator Cs are 

deflected through 30 deg by a magnet B~ and .f~cused by a. two-elemetlt 

qua.dr"pole lena Lo to an image at the bubble chamber BC. 
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Fig. 7. Curvature distribution of beam tra.c:lcs. p ia the projected radium 

of cu;.-vature in inches11 as measured on the scanning table. The main 

beam at 1.12 Bev/c corresponds to p = 18 in. and contains 734: count&o 

indicated by the heavy arrow. The remaining 39 counts at smaller p 

are attributed to muons from pions· that decay after passing the 

bending magnet. 
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